The Ecology of New Hampshire’s Lakes

Wednesday, August 19, 7:00 – 8:00 p.m.

Zoom Chat Box Discussion

00:53:20 Andrea LaMoreaux: yes!
00:53:58 Shirley’s iPad: Hi! Shirley Green from Crystal Lake
00:54:10 Jessica: Hi Shirley!
00:54:14 Max Green: lake sunappe
01:31:48 Ann M Haralambie: I asked a question--I think it was sent to Andrea
01:33:25 Tom Ploszaj: fish spam
01:33:29 Drew’s iPhone: any recent lake oddities related to covid use or overuse
01:34:11 wcranesroost: how about geese poop?
01:34:34 Linda: on the aging of the lakes - lake winni is considered a newer lake so how many years would it be to consider an older lake? is it based on depth.
01:39:30 Cathy Eby: do beavers contribute significant amounts of phosphorous and other nutrients to lakes?
01:41:06 wcranesroost: how do we monitor the in flows to our lake to preclude toxins
01:45:55 Linda: excellent job Krystal and Andrea!
01:45:59 Virginia West: How badly do power boats pollute the lakes?
01:46:25 Thomas Jacobson: Thank you both!!
01:46:29 Ann M Haralambie: are 2 stroke worse than inboard motor boats?
01:46:50 Tom Ploszaj: Thanks for the presentation, most appreciated.
01:47:40 wcranesroost: thanks
01:48:24 Shirley’s iPad: Thank you! Great info!